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ABSTRACT: Electrons are the greenest reducing agent for the
preparation of highly dispersed noble metal catalysts. Two methods
have been developed with electrons as the reducing agent: electron
beam irradiation and room-temperature electron reduction with glow
discharge or radio frequency discharge as the source of electrons. In
this perspective, we attempt to summarize the current status of electron
reduction with those non-hydrogen discharges as the electron source.
Future developments have been addressed, too. The room-temperature
electron reduction via discharges is excellent for size control with fast
nucleation and slow crystal growth. It is a simple, easy, cheap, and
energy efficient way to reduce metal ions. It is also worthwhile to load
noble metal particles into channels of ordered porous materials, like
SBA-15, with no need for complex chemical modification. The room-
temperature operation makes it very useful for the preparation of noble
metal catalysts supported on thermal sensitive substrates like porous organic materials, conducting polymers, ultrahigh surface
area carbon, peptides, and proteins.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The use of catalysts is considered one of the principles of
green chemistry.1−3 With more concerns on the utilization of
renewable sources, CO2 conversion, and environmental
protection, catalysis will play even more important role in the
future.4,5 Among the catalysts developed, the metal catalyst
supported on various supporting materials is extremely
important.6−8 Specifically, many reactions require metallic
nanoparticles as the active species. Particle size (or dispersion)
and structure have significant influence on catalytic properties
like selectivity and conversion.8 One of the basic operations for
this kind of metal catalyst is the reduction of catalyst. The
conditions of catalyst reduction normally determines the size and
structure of the obtained catalyst. Nowadays, the catalysts are
normally reduced by flowing hydrogen at elevated temperatures
or by chemical reductants, like formaldehyde and hydrazine.
Generally, hydrogen is explosive. Special care is required for
production, transportation, storage, and use of hydrogen. Also, the
present production of hydrogen requires a huge consumption of
energy and a large amount of emissions of CO2 and other pollutants.
On the other hand, most chemical reducing agents currently used
are hazardous to both the human body and the environment. The
production of chemical reducing agents is also not cheap with many
wastes generated as byproducts. Thus, alternative reduction
technologies must be developed.6,7

From the pointview of green chemistry principals, electrons
are the best reducing agent. Specifically, electron-based reduction

methodologies have been exploited.9−27 The methods reported
include electron beam irridiation9−12 and electron-assisted
reduction (EAR) using glow discharge13−25 or radio frequency26−28

plasmas as the souce of electrons. The electron beam is an excellent
candidate for reducution ofmetal ions. It has a great potential for the
future application of 3D printing. However, the present technology
for large-scale electron beams is still too expensive. Another way to
reduce metal ions employs cold plasma technology (normally glow
discharge plasma) that can operate at low temperature (as low as
room temperature) with a plentiful of highly energetic electrons.
The EAR using glow discharge or radio frequency plasmas is a very
promising and straightforward way to prepare metal nanoparticles
because it is an environmentally friendly, fast, and simple
methodology and also is a promising alternative to hydrogen
reduction at high temperatures.6 Plasma is the fourth fundamental
state ofmatter beyond solid, liquid, and gas. By application of energy
(via heating or electric field) on a gas, the gas may ionize its
molecules or atoms and becomes “plasma”. The plasma contains
electrons, positive ions, negative ions, radicals, excited species, and
neutral species. On the basis of the relative energies (or
temperatures) of the electrons, ions, and neutral species, plasmas
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can be classified as “thermal” or “nonthermal (or cold)” plasmas.
With the thermal plasmas, electrons and heavy particles have almost
the same temperature. They are in a kind of thermal equilibrium
with each other. Different from thermal plasmas, cold plasmas
contain highly energetic electrons, but the ions and neutrals remain
“cool”. They can be operated at amuch lower temperature (as low as
room temperature). The glow discharge and radio frequency
discharge are two conventional cold plasma phenomena. Glow
discharge can be easily created in a vacuum (e.g., 100 Pa) by putting
two electrodes into a gas. One electrode is connected to a high
voltage generator (several hundreds volts will be enough), while
another electrode is grounded. Radio frequency discharge needs a
higher vacuum. Details of the setups have been described in refs
13−27. Most of the reported works employed glow discharge as the
source of electrons for EAR. For the reduction of metal ions or
the catalyst, argon, helium, nitrogen, or even air can be used as the
plasma-generating gas. In this perspective, we do not include the
reduction using hydrogen plasmas. One can easily findmany papers
on catalyst reduction using hydrogen plasmas with hydrogen active
species and electrons as the reducing agent. From the pointview of
green chemistry, hydrogen plasma is not very green as discussed
above, although it is a very effective way to reduce catalysts. An
advantage of hydrogen plasma is that it can be operated at lower
temperature compared to hydrogen reduction thermally.
The mechanism for EAR is still not very clear because of the

difficulty in the measurement of electrons and other active
species within cold plasmas. From the present experimental
studies, electrons play themost important role in the reduction of
metal ions. Electrons can be the reducing agent directly. Some
species generated by the electron-induced reactions can be also
effective and efficient reducing agents.29 This is the reason that
we assign “plasma reduction” as EAR.

EAR is normally operated at ambient temperature. It is
excellent for the fabrication of metal nanoparticles or catalysts
with thermal sensitive substrates. According to the energy
balance, the EAR approach significantly reduces energy
consumption and economic cost as well as emissions of the
toxic or hazardous materials. The reducibility of metal ions by
non-hydrogen plasma can be determined by the value of the
standard electrode potential of the metal ions.14 Those metal
ions with positive standard electrode potentials can be easily
reduced by non-hydrogen plasma at ambient temperature, such
as Pd, Pt, Au, Ag, Rh, Ir, etc.14 For those ions with negative
standard electrode potentials, a combination of glow discharge or
radio frequence plasma treatment and thermal calcination can be
applied, too.30−32 The catalytic performance can be significantly
improved with this combination. Moreover, hydrogen plasma
can be employed directly if necessary.33

In this perspective, we attempt to summarize the recent
progress in the application of EAR with non-hydrogen plasmas;
normally glow discharge and radio frequency discharge are the
sources of electrons for the preparation of noble metal catalysts.
The future development will be discussed.

■ NUCLEATION AND CRYSTAL GROWTH UNDER THE
EAR MODE

The first step of catalyst preparation is the nucleation of the
catalyst crystal. Under the EAR mode, the nucleation (and then
crystal growth) occurs normally at room temperature. It is very
different from the conventional thermal way. The nucleation
under the EAR mode is initiated by electrons or by the active
species via electrons with no thermal effect. Therefore,
nucleation is fast under the EAR mode. However, crystal growth
after nucleation under the EAR mode is complex. It depends on
the supporting material applied, electron density (or the density of
active species), electron energy, and probably others. Because of
the lack of on-site characterization technology, the crystal growth
mechanism is still unclear. In general, EAR is carried out at room
temperature. Crystal growth is slower compared to the conventional
thermal way. Figure 1 shows schematic representations of catalyst
preparations by thermal treatment, EAR (cold plasma), and thermal
plasma treatment.8 Figure 2 shows the comparison of nucleation
and crystal growth under EAR and thermal modes. We have to
acknowledge that nucleation and crystal growth under the EAR
mode is new. Many unknown issues, opportunities, and challenges
exist. We will report more progresses in the near future.

Figure 1. Schematic representations of catalyst preparation by thermal
treatment (a), cold plasma (EAR) (b), and thermal plasma treatment (c).8

Figure 2. Nucleation and crystal growth under EAR and thermal modes.
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■ EAR FOR PREPARATION OF CATALYSTS
SUPPORTED ON POROUS ORGANIC POLYMERS

Recently, the use of porous organic polymers (POPs) as catalyst
supports has attracted much attention.34−37 A major advantage
of POPs is that one can design the functions or properties of
POPs before syntheses. It has been expected that POP-supported
catalysts will find promising applications in the chemical
industries and others. However, many POPs have poor thermal
stability. It is difficult to use the conventional hydrogen reduction
to load the metal catalyst. In this regard, EAR is excellent for the
preparation of POP-supported catalysts.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of EAR, we first

tested covalent organic polymers (COPs) with good hydrothermal

stability (because of the composition of relatively stable covalent
C−C, C−H, and C−N bonds).37 Two COP-supported
palladium (Pd) catalysts were prepared using EAR via impregnation
with distilled water and DMF. The obtained COP-supported Pd
catalysts show excellent Pd dispersion with EAR. No diffraction
peaks ascribed to the Pd species can be found in the XRD patterns.
This indicates that the particles are highly dispersed on the support
with a smaller size than the detection limit of 3 nm. The above
observation is confirmed by TEM images of the samples in Figure 3.
The particles are very clear and show uniform distribution. The inset
image in Figure 2e shows lattice fringes with d = 0.226 nm, which
can be attributed to the Pd (111) planes. This indicates that Pd0 is
formed on COP. In addition, it was confirmed that the solvent has a

Figure 3. TEM images of COP-4 (a), Pd/COP-4-DE (b and c), Pd/COP-4-WE (d, e, and f). COP-4 is the COP material applied in this work.37

Figure 4. Synthesis process of COP-4-supported Pd catalysts in different solvents.37
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significant effect on the Pd dispersion. As shown in Figure 4, DMF
can easily infiltrate to the pores ofCOP-4, whilewater is kept outside
the pores. Therefore, the Pd particles will be confined into the pores
after the metal ions in DMF are reduced. In contrast, the Pd ions in
water transfer to the Pd particles outside the pores without
confinement in the pores. DMF is obviously better than water for
higher Pd dispersion.37

The isotherms of the two Pd/COP samples have similar
shapes with that of COP. Moreover, they have nearly the same

pore size distribution calculated by the HK method. This
suggests that the pore structure of COP does not show change
after Pd loading and electron reduction. The EAR-made catalysts
have shown good activities for CO oxidation.37

However, there are many POPs with poor thermal stability. It still
remains a big challenge to use these thermally sensitive POPs as the
catalyst support. It limits the application of POPs, too. It is highly
necessary to develop novel techniques that can be operated at low
temperature conditions (less than 200 °C normally) for the
preparation of POP-supported catalysts. Also, efficient loading of
the metal catalyst is another factor to consider. The pore dimension
and surface characteristic of POPs could affect the particle size and
distribution of the catalyst, which determines the performances of
POP-based catalysts. An impregnation is always preferred for the high
metal loading catalysts. In this perspective, we extend the use of EAR
for the preparation of covalent organic framework (COF)-supported
Pd catalysts. We chose an ingeniously constructed conjugated
tetrazine-based organic framework (TzF) as the example.38 TzF
possesses permanent microporous structures and can be a good
candidate for the porous support. The nitrogen-rich pore surface
provides suitable binding sites for the anchoring of metal ions. The
unique tetrazine linkage between building blocks (Figure 5) reduces
the stability of the framework aswell as the pore surface. The tetrazine
ring would gradually decompose into nitriles and N2 molecules upon
heating above 200 °C, which limits the treatment of material under
elevated temperature. Fortunately, with the room-temperature EAR
technology, the framework of TzFs can be persevered during the
reduction of metal ions. TzFs can be then employed as the catalyst

Figure 5. Synthetic routes of TzF-9. TzF-9 is the TzFmaterial applied in
this work. (1) Hydrazine hydrate and sulfur/solvent. (2) AcOH and
NaNO2 solution.

Figure 6. TEM images of (a) TzF-9 and (b) 10% Pd/TzF-9. 1 stands for low resolution TEM images, and 2 stands for HRTEM images.
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support. An ultrahigh dispersion of palladium nanoparticles has been
achieved even with a high metal loading (10 wt %). The obtained
catalyst shows a good activity for oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Figure 6
presents the TEM images of a TzF-supported Pd catalyst. From
Figure 6b, highly dispersed palladium nanoparticles with narrow size
distribution have been formed. The mean size of palladium
nanoparticles is smaller than 1.5 nm, which is in good agreement
with the pore width of 1.4 nm of TzF. The EDX spectra (Figure 7)
confirm the formation of Pd nanoparticles, whereas the content of
element O is very low. Therefore, we can deduce that the Pd
nanoparticles are mainly metallic. The porous structure of the TzF
support plays an important role in the size control and dispersion of
Pd species.
Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns of TzF and Pd/TzF. A

broaden peak located at about 2θ = 23° is observed over TzF. XRD

patterns indicate the amorphism of TzF and Pd/TzF. No peaks
assigned to palladium can be detected in the patterns of Pd/TzF
even with a high metal loading of 10 wt.%. This means that
palladium has been highly dispersed in the support with a very small

particle size. This confirms the TEM result. The obtained Pd/TzF-9
catalyst shows a good activity for aerobic benzyl alcohol oxidation
using dioxygen as oxidant. The highest TOF (7728 h−1) was
achieved at the reaction temperature of 120 °C.
From the discussions above, the EAR method is indeed

excellent for catalyst preparation with a thermally sensitive
substrate. In this regard, Buitrago-Sierra et al.39 reported another
good example with polypyrrole as the supporting material. This
material is even less stable compared to porous organic materials.
They had to use EAR to load Pt on it. They found that platinum
in the metal precursor (H2PtCl6) is partially reduced to Pt(II)
species upon the impregnation of polypyrrole, with −NH− groups
being subsequently oxidized toN+. This provides anchoring sites for
the metal precursor that results in a high dispersion of the active
metal. The particle sizes of EAR-made samples are between 2.5 and
4.5 nm, while 4.5 nm is the particle size for the sample reduced with
borohydride. EAR leads to a more effective reduction of platinum
ions in the chloroplatinum complex to metallic platinum compared
to reduction with borohydride because of direct transfer of the
abundant electrons in the plasma to platinum ions. The EAR-made
sample effectively catalyzes the reaction of reduction of nitrates in
water with H2 up to N2, producing very low amounts of nitrite and
ammonium ions.

■ EAR FOR PREPARATION OF CARBON-SUPPORTED
NOBLE METAL CATALYSTS

Carbon is a very important supporting material for many
applications like fuel cells, hydrogen storage, and fine chemical
production. Doping of metal on carbon can be significantly
improved by EAR,22,23 especially for those carbon with ultrahigh
surface areas. Increased dispersion and stronger interactions
between metal particles and the substrate can be achieved. For
the case of hydrogen storage, both improvements lead directly to
enhanced hydrogen spillover, thereby increasing hydrogen
storage. A high dispersion of metal particles will lead to a high
storage capacity because highly dispersed metal will have a large

Figure 7. EDX intensity profile of Pd nanoparticle.

Figure 8. XRD patterns of TzF-9 and 10% Pd/TzF-9 catalysts.
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metal surface area that enables the maximum contacts with the
carbon structures and also with hydrogen molecules. Therefore,
it could facilitate the dissociation of hydrogen and the diffusion of
atomic hydrogen on the carbon surface.22,23 Sui et al.16 have also
demonstrated that EAR improves Pt dispersion, leading to a
significant improvement in fuel cell performance.
Hydrogen energy is considered as an alternative energy to

fossil fuels. An effective hydrogen storage technique is one of the
key barriers for realization of fuel cell-powered vehicles using
hydrogen as the energy carrier. Using EAR with 3 wt % Pt
loading, the hydrogen storage capacity of activated carbon at
298 K is increased nearly 3-fold.23 Without EAR but with
hydrogen reduction, the increase in hydrogen storage is only 54%
by doping 3 wt % Pt.23 This EAR made Pt sample possesses an

excellent thermal stability. As shown in Figure 9C and E, very
large Pt particles with sizes of ∼6 nm are observed on the
thermally treated sample. The particles of Pt are sintered upon
heating at 500 °C for 3 h. However, for the EAR-made sample, no
significant changes in the particle size of Pt are observed as shown
in Figure 9D and F.23 The excellent thermal stability of the
EAR-made Pt sampleis is also confirmed by low-pressure H2
adsorption measurements.23 From the low-pressure H2 iso-
therms on the EAR-made and thermally treated samples before
and after a sintering test, one can observe that the hydrogen
adsorption capacity at zero pressure by extrapolating the
isotherm is clearly reduced on the thermally prepared sample
after thermal treatment, showing considerable sintering.
However, no significant difference is observed between the

Figure 9.TEM images of the hydrogen-reduced Pt/AC (A, C, E) and EAR-made Pt/AC (B, D, F) samples.23 (A, B) As synthesized and (C, D, E, F) after
sintering at 773 K (in Ar) for 3 h.
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EAR-made samples before and after the thermal treatment.
These results indicate stronger interactions between the Pt
particles and carbon on the EAR-made sample. The stronger
interactions enable more intimate connectivities between Pt and
carbon, thereby facilitating more spillover of hydrogen from Pt to
the surface of the carbon.23

Reversibility is evaluated on the EAR-made Pt sample by
measuring the desorption branch down to 1 atm. It can be seen
that the desorption branch nearly follows the adsorption branch,
although there appeared to be a slight hysteresis. The sample is
then evacuated to a pressure of 1 Pa for 12 h at 298 K, and total
desorption occurs. The second adsorption isotherm is in
complete agreement with the first adsorption isotherm. These
results show that hydrogen adsorption in the EAR-made Pt
sample is fully reversible.23

■ EAR FOR DISPERSION OF NOBLE METAL
NANOPARTICLES INTO CHANNELS OF SBA-15

Metal or multi-metal/mesoporous material composites (e.g.,
noble metal/SBA-15 composites) are promising in catalysis, drug
deliver, and many other processes. Because of the charge
characteristic of SBA-15, modification of SBA-15 is normally
needed by adding functional groups before impregnation. We
have demonstrated that chemical modification is unnecessary if
EAR is employed after conventional impregnation.40 Pd and Pt
nanoparticles can be easily loaded into SBA-15. The increasing
metal content does not make larger nanoparticles (Figure 10).
However, Au and Ag nanowires are formed during EAR.40 The
increasing metal content leads to longer nanowires (Figure 11).
EAR provides an easy way to load metallic nanoparticles into
SBA-15.

We have extended the use of EAR to prepare Au−Pd bimetal/
SBA-15 composites.41 Different from the monometal/SBA-15
composites discussed above, the obtained bimetallic Au−Pd
nanocomposites well retains the morphology of spherical
nanoparticles with a similar particle size distribution. The size
of the metal nanostructure (diameter of metal nanoparticles/
nanorods) can be effectively controlled and tailored by the highly
ordered mesopores of SBA-15 silica. Uniform particle
dispersions and size distributions are obtained.Specifically, a
Pd-rich shell/Au-rich core structure with abundant surface
coordination of unsaturated Pd atoms for effectively reduced
Au−Pd bimetallic nanoparticles has been formed. These Au−Pd
bimetallic nanoparticles show high activity in the selective
oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The reaction rate of the bimetallic
nanoparticles is 12.5- and 2-fold higher than that over Au and Pd
monometallic catalysts, respectively. The enhancement in both
activity and selectivity has been attributed to the Pd-rich shell/Au-rich
core structure with abundant surface coordination of unsaturated Pd
atoms of those effectively confined and well-dispersed Au−Pd nano-
particles.41 Figure 12 shows TEM images of different bimetallic
Au−Pd catalysts. Further oxidation and re-reduction of the plasma
reduced Au−Pd catalyst result in atomic rearrangement of nano-
particles, leading to an inferior catalytic performance.41

■ OUTLOOK

We confirm here that EAR has many promising applications in
the fabrication of metallic nanoparticles, nanocomposites, and
catalysts. Specifically, it is very promising to use EAR for the
preparation of supported catalysts or composites on thermally
sensitive substrates like porous organic polymers, peptides, and
ultrahigh surface area carbon. We previously demonstrated a
hydrated electro-induced self-assembly of peptides.42 EAR has

Figure 10. Typical TEM images of Pd/SBA-15 composites with different Pd loading: (a) 0.5 wt % Pd/SBA-15, (b) 2.0 wt % Pd/SBA-15, and (c) 5.0 wt %
Pd/SBA-15.40 Scale bar: 50 nm.

Figure 11. Typical TEM images of Au/SBA-15 composites with different Au loading: (a) 0.5 wt % Au/SBA-15; scale bar, 20 nm; (b) 1.0 wt % Au/SBA-15;
scale bar, 50 nm; and (c) 5.0 wt % Au/SBA-15;40 scale bar; 100 nm.
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great potential for loading noble metal nanoparticles on peptides
and also on proteins and other related soft materials.
With the present glow discharge or radio frequency discharge

technology, the non-hydrogen-based EAR can only reduce metal
ions with positive standard electrode potentials.14 For those with
negative standard electrode potentials, the glow discharge or
radio frequency discharge treatment can modify the hydrate and
the interaction between the precursor and the supporting material.
With a combination of thermal treatment, an excellent catalyst can
be still prepared in an efficient and effective way.8,30,31

Because EAR is operated at room temperature, a fast
nucleation has been observed, normally induced by the reaction
with electrons. With the effect of the supporting material, one can
make the nanoparticles in a size controllable way using EAR. A
narrow size distribution has been achieved with EAR on several
supporting materials, like COP,37 conducting polymers,39 and
carbon.22,23 Specifically, EAR can easily load the metallic
nanoparticles into the pores of mesoporous materials like SBA-
15 via conventional impregnation. No chemical modification is
needed. A significant advantage of EAR is that site control or region
control becomes possible. This means that we can precisely and

easily control the site or the area where the nanoparticle will be
deposited. No complex processing is needed. An atmospheric
pressure microplasma EAR has been recently developed.43 This
microplasma will make the site or region control easier. More
progress is expected with the applications of EAR.
The mechanism of EAR-related reactions is still not clear.

Within the glow discharge or radio frequency discharge, the
electrons are energetic and “very hot” (up to 105 K), but the
heavy particle temperature remain as low as room temperature.
This “nonequilibrium” characteristic makes the cold plasma very
useful for the reduction of metal ions in an easy and rapid way
with the electrons or electron-induced active species as the
reducing agent. Therefore, argon, helium, and even air can be
used as the plasma-generating gas for plasma reduction. No
hydrogen is needed. No hazardous chemicals are needed.
However, it is still very difficult to measure the density and
energy of electrons and other active species within the glow
discharge or radio frequency discharge. It is also very difficult to
detect the charge and active species involved in the electron-
induced reactions, especially on the surface of the catalyst. This
generates many important fundamental issues not only in

Figure 12.TEM images of different bimetallic Au−Pd catalysts. (a) EAR-made AuPd/SBA-15. (b) EAR-made AuPd/SBA-15 after oxidation at 773 K in
oxygen. (c) EAR-made AuPd/SBA-15 after oxidation at 500 °C in oxygen and re-reduction at 773 K in hydrogen. 1 stands for low-resolution TEM
images, 2 stands for HRTEM images, and 3 stands for the corresponding size distribution.41
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chemistry and physics. We can expect rapid progress in the
technical or experimental aspects with more products fabricated
using EAR.3,8,13,44,45 However, a challenge remaining is the poor
theoretic understanding. Because of the nonequilibrium
characteristic, we are still waiting for a breakthrough in
thermodynamics, physics, and chemistry regarding cold plasmas.
A multidisciplinary effort is immediately needed.
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